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African media has a desire to be a part of something bigger

African media edging closer and closer to global digital trends

African media needs a forum where we can collaborate

INMA Africa Summit timely



Estimated 1,300 newspapers continent-wide

English, French, Arabic, Portuguese, Afrikaans, German prominent

Literacy rising from a low base (70%)

Africa’s median age under 20 (vs. 30 worldwide)

While wealth concentration is low, economies expanding

Clues to Africa’s foundations



Measured Africa
Ghana | Kenya | Nigeria | South Africa | Tanzania

Under-measured Africa
Data is fleeting in the rest of the continent

Africa media tough to measure



Behaves much like European counterparts

Growth in Internet (+9% 2018-2023 CAGR)

TV/video (+3.9%) and radio (+2.1%) continue to grow

Decline in legacy newspapers (-2.3%)

South Africa

Source: PwC Insights from the Entertainment & Media Outlook, 2019-2023, pre-COVID data



Behaves closer to Philippines, Indonesia, Argentina, India

Nigeria: Internet +23.4%, radio +5.1%, TV/video +4.3%, magazines +1.7%, newspapers -0.3%

Kenya: Internet +13.2%, radio +6.8%, TV/video +5.7%, magazines +3.3%, newspapers +1.9% 

Ghana: Internet +22.2%, radio +8.3%, TV/video +8%, newspapers +7.3%, magazines +3.9%

Tanzania: Internet +24.3%, TV/video 9.6%, newspapers +7%, radio +5.5%, magazines +5%

Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Tanzania

Source: PwC Insights from the Entertainment & Media Outlook, 2019-2023, pre-COVID data



Nigeria will grow fastest and match South Africa by 2023

South Africa continues to grow marginally

Kenya, Ghana, Tanzania growth faster, but share about same

Entertainment/media spending

Source: PwC Insights from the Entertainment & Media Outlook, 2019-2023, based on pre-COVID data



Mobile 5G

OTT

Subscription TV

Mobile Internet ubiquitous, but spotty

Digital subscriptions: too early to tell

Growth stories in Africa



Shift to digital news consumption as devices and connectivity improve

Still room to grow print newspapers in some African countries

Radio will continue to be a lion in sub-Saharan Africa

Beginning slow tilt toward reader revenue as business model

Early-stage transformation: learn from other markets, start with data

What do we expect?



Changes are same as globally, but on a slower smaller scale

Data is an issue as costs are high

Radio and mobile are very relevant

The Big Tech players are here

Trust is hugely relevant

Navigating multitude of languages and niche communications

Where to, Africa? 




